Fakhri Nikzad
An unrepeatable face in the World of vocals

Pari Zangeneh and Taqqadusi in London

On an invitation by the Toos Foundation, Pari Zangeneh and Mario Taqqadusi are due to come to London for the 29th of October programme. Pari Zangeneh is one of the outstanding artists of Iran with a style of her own, who has been active on the art’s stage for years. She is also active in children’s field, has published books, and produced cassettes in that area too.

The older Iranian generation never forgets the programs of “the seven valleys of love” when that program began to go on air all the streets of Iran would go quiet, everybody would go home to listen and watch the programs whose speaker was Fakhri Nikzad, with a magical voice and a beautiful face. Nikzad is one of the unrepeatable faces in the world of vocals. She lives in London and has been one of the associates of the Toos Foundation for a while.

Mario Taqqadusi is also a sought after singer in world’s opera. He has appeared in the fields of arts and politics of Iran and for some reasons has devoted all his energy to his works of art. Taqqadusi benefits from a dynamic voice.